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Amnesty Scheme for disconnected
category.

consumers

in Domestic

With aim to recover old outstanding dues, it has been decided to
introduce amnesty scheme again for the disconnected consumers (PDC/DC) of
domestic category lying disconnected during the period of 01.04.2007 to
31.03.2016. Under this scheme, if the consumer deposits principal outstanding
amount and reconnection fee as prescribed in TCOS-2004 in one stroke before and
upto 3l.07 .2017 then applicable interest and DPS shall be waive off and
reconnect ion shall be allowed with the following terms and conditions:
1. The scheme shall be applicable for the period 01.06.2017 to 31.07.2017.
2. On time payment is to be taken and no installment is allowed.
3. Under this scheme the benefit should be given only if the consumer
undertakes to withdraw all the court cases pending in any court of
law/consumer forum/ any other forum related to the outstanding dues.
4. This scheme shall not be applicable for the amount of assessment made
against theft of electricity and / or malpractice.
S. The amnesty scheme shall exclude the consumer already benefited from
such scheme in last 3 years.
6. For reconnection, if any electrical infrastructure is required to be laid. then
the cost of the same shall be borne by the consumer as per existing
provisions,
7. Reconnection shall be allowed after deposit of full principal outstanding
amount and reconnection charges as prescribed in TCOS-2004.
8. For availing the concessional package, the consumer shall be required to
apply to the concerned Assistant Engineer.
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